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Figure 1. (1) Static documents such as PDF (left) and presentations (right) can be augmented with Chameleon by (2) locating corresponding interactive
figures in the Chameleon database and (3) overlaying them on top of the existing documents.

ABSTRACT
Documents such as presentations, instruction manuals, and
research papers are disseminated using various file formats,
many of which barely support the incorporation of interac-
tive content. To address this lack of interactivity, we present
Chameleon, a system-wide tool that combines computer vi-
sion algorithms used for image identification with an open
database format to allow for the layering of dynamic content.
Using Chameleon, static documents can be easily upgraded
by layering user-generated interactive content on top of static
images, all while preserving the original static document for-
mat and without modifying existing applications. We describe
the development of Chameleon, including the design and eval-
uation of vision-based image replacement algorithms, the new
document-creation pipeline as well as a user study evaluating
Chameleon.
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INTRODUCTION
The meaning of the word document denotes a textual record
[9], originally considered to be a paper-based artifact. How-
ever, the word document is now often used to refer to digital
files alongside paper-based artifacts, and, while both paper-
based and digital documents are still textual records, by nature
a digital file can encapsulate multimedia information and in-
teractive features alongside text and static images.

Despite the opportunity for dynamic and interactive content,
many documents available on the internet have been produced
using various file formats (e.g. docx, pdf, ppt). The appli-
cations used to generate these document types provide only
limited support for incorporating interactivity into dissemi-
nated versions of the documents they produce.

There are, however, many potential benefits to interactivity. In
his UIST 2014 closing keynote abstract, Victor [50] notes that

‘Human beings naturally have many powerful
modes of thinking and understanding. Most are incom-
patible with static media. In a culture that has contorted
itself around the limitations of marks on paper, these
modes are undeveloped, unrecognized, or scorned.’

Even a task as simple as describing an interaction technique or
interactive scenario requires careful wording when presented
in static form, often requiring a comic strip figure describing
the interaction in several steps, rather than letting the reader
experience it (see Figure 1). Similarly, reporting scientific
results often requires an author to make difficult decisions
toward which data, and in which form, to report in a paper or
while giving a research talk, rather than interacting with the
data or allowing a reader to interact with alternative visualiza-
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tions or analyses of the data. Even writing a simple how-to
document to perform an everyday task can be complicated if
all information is static. Some companies have attempted to
make limited interactivity available in their formats. For exam-
ple, PDF files can embed multimedia and interactive content
[21, 24], but integrating interactivity into a PDF file is far from
easy [24] and leverages Adobe Flash which is being discontin-
ued [2]. Similarly, PowerPoint users can embed videos in their
presentations or design staged animation that can be used as a
mean to illustrate a dynamic situation. However, features are
usually limited to specific file formats and the result can vary
depending on the software version used to display the presen-
tation. Moreover, limited support is provided for interactive
figures.

Since interactive figures cannot be embedded directly into
the document, authors tend to build dedicated external web
pages linked in the document [41]. However, the extra work
required from readers makes them less likely to engage with
the supplementary material. Moreover, having multiple views
significantly impacts cognitive overhead mainly due to the
effort required for comparison and context switching as well
as display space requirements [51]. Similarly, interrupting the
flow of a presentation in order to manipulate an interactive fig-
ure using another application harms the immersive, engaging
and effectivness aspect of the story being presented [12].

One solution to enable interactive content in documents would
be to replace the associated document formats with a novel,
more flexible, file format that would more easily enable interac-
tivity. For example, Dragicevic et al. [16] created a web-based
tool in order to demonstrate the exploration of multiverse ex-
planations of statistical analyses in research papers. However,
existing file formats remain firmly anchored in users’ habits
and replacing them would require significant changes, both in
software and infrastructure. Furthermore, ideally interactivity
would not be limited to new documents. Archived documents
could, in many cases, also benefit from interactivity, but the
process of fully transcoding and then adding interactive ele-
ments would be prohibitive in most cases.

What would be more ideal would be to preserve the exist-
ing formats and workflow, and, instead, to provide tools to
augment digital versions of the files such that both new and
legacy documents can become reactive documents [50]. Ex-
panding on this point, support for the creation, dissemination,
and viewing of reactive documents [50] should allow rich
and flexible access to interactive features, preserve existing
document formatting for visual correspondence with paper
versions, leverage existing file formats, and allow users to
continue to use their current document viewing tools rather
than forcing them to adopt different software applications.

In this paper we introduce Chameleon (Figure 1), a tool
that combines computer vision feature matching algorithms
with an open database format to allow the incorporation and
overlaying of dynamic content over any type of document
(e.g. PDF files, Microsoft Word and PowerPoint documents,
eBooks, etc.) without modifying existing applications or the
source document. Using Chameleon, these documents can
be easily upgraded with user-generated HTML5 interactive

content. Chameleon thus allows the simplified provision and
viewing of an enhanced version of a research paper with em-
bedded interactive demonstrations and videos. It can also be
used to perform live demonstrations of interaction techniques
while giving a presentation without having to switch tools.

Chameleon accomplishes this via two interfaces: a background
service and an editing tool. The background service runs on
the user’s system and analyzes raw, pixel-based on-screen con-
tent to identify static content for which interactive replacement
content exists in its database. It then replaces this static con-
tent with interactive content on the visual display, seamlessly
allowing a user to interact with the interactive version of the
content. Scale and placement is preserved within the exist-
ing document, allowing easy visual correspondence between
static-based versions of the document and on-line interactive
versions of the same document. Alongside a display system
service, Chameleon incorporates an editing tool to allow users
to dynamically select static content within a specific file, asso-
ciate interactive content with that static content, and verify the
correct rendering of their interactive content. Since Chameleon
relies on computer vision to analyze display content, identify
static content with interactive enhancements, and seamlessly
overlay that content completely automatically and transpar-
ently to the user, it guarantees its compatibility with any type
of document (past, present or future) and any application a
user currently uses to view that document, because it relies
on what any document viewer ultimately does: displaying the
document as pixels on-screen.

Our work makes the following contributions: 1) It introduces
the notion of dynamic layering for augmenting static digital
documents. 2) It presents the design and implementation of
Chameleon, a document augmentation tool that implements
this notion of dynamic layering on the macOS and Linux oper-
ating systems. 3) It reports on the results of a study comparing
feature matching algorithms on non-natural images and for dif-
ferent scale levels. 4) It reports on the results of an experiment
evaluating the performance of Chameleon for augmenting a
corpus of documents, in this case a set of research papers and
slideshows. 5) It details the results of a first-use study evaluat-
ing our design choices and the usefulness of Chameleon.

RELATED WORK
We first detail previous attempts to make static documents
more dynamic before reviewing vision-based techniques pre-
viously used in the contexts of GUIs and documents.

Making Static Documents Dynamic
In his work on Explorable Explanations [49], Victor highlights
three ways that reading environments can encourage greater
inquiry via interactivity: reactive documents, explorable exam-
ples, and contextual information. Each of these allow readers
to develop enhanced understanding either by manipulating
data to see how model outputs change, by interacting with
content widgets to experience behaviours, or by interacting
with content to obtain additional contextual information on
concepts in the document.

While Victor’s analysis of current state-of-the-art indicates
that much work remains to be done in interactive documents,



it is also true that many researchers have tried to create inter-
active experiences around documents. In terms of paper-based
interaction with documents, the PADD system architecture
[25] and the related PapierCraft system [33] which leveraged
Anoto’s digital paper support the remixing of printed informa-
tion in various ways. If, instead, the documents are scanned
into a computer, the ScanScribe system looks specifically at
rough documents, essentially hand drawn sketches, and ways
to structure and organize this material for post-hoc digital ma-
nipulations [46]. Finally, if information is captured in both
paper and digital formats, systems such as ButterflyNet seek
to combine myriad data sources including hand-drawn text,
images, and other digital information into a cohesive single
document [54]. However, the output of these systems remains
little more than static content that has been remixed in various
ways to produce a new, albeit static, document.

In the digital domain, recent research explored how to in-
corporate dynamic media into documents. For example, the
Webstrates system [30] leverages a custom web server that pro-
vides shareable dynamic media to support flexible document
creation, essentially a form of transclusion [40]. Alongside
Webstrates, Wincuts [48] also allows users to carve out regions
within windows, reposition those subregions, and then con-
tinue to interact with information in the subregion. However,
the primary goal of Wincuts was to optimize screen real estate
during, for example, document creation, rather than to replace
static content with interactive content for explorable explana-
tions. In ways similar to Wincuts, tools like d.mix [27] or Clip,
Connect, Clone [20] mix information from multiple web pages
to create mashups: web pages juxtaposing elements from oth-
ers [11]. In contrast, Chameleon transcludes HTML content
using dynamic layering onto figures of static documents.

Other options in the digital domain that can support Victor’s
explorable explanations include HTML documents, which can
include interactive scripts, or a new document format such
as ePub, which can be redesigned to incorporate interactive
artifacts [53]. Consider, first, HTML documents; one reason
that PDF persists as a format for document distribution is that
PDF supports the flexible dissemination of documents by com-
bining both content and visual formatting in a single, compact
data format. The goal of presenting information in written
form is the design of an artifact – a formatted document – that
supports the ergonomics of reading. HTML rarely achieves
this simplicity of presentation: new devices and browsers fre-
quently render aspects of a document idiosyncratically, which
can make reading an awkward experience, and even mobile
versus desktop versions of documents often require bespoke as-
pects to ensure proper presentation in their respective formats.
However, even if we advocate moving to a new format (either
HTML or some novel new data format), in both cases this
means that our extensive archive of existing documents must
either be transcribed and re-imagined with interactive content,
or must be maintained in original non-interactive format.

Even writing a simple how-to document to perform an ev-
eryday task can be complicated if all information is static.
Some companies have attempted to make limited interactivity
available in their formats. For example, PDF files can em-

bed multimedia and interactive content [21, 24] through the
inclusion of SWF files. However, the interactivity supported
by PDF files still suffers from several limitations. First, inte-
grating SWF into a PDF file is far from easy [24]. Second,
SWF files are typically produced using Adobe Flash (even
though they can also be produced in other ways using third-
party software), which is being discontinued [2], so Adobe,
itself, encourages designers to build interactive content using
Web standards such as HTML 5 [1]. Third, this interactivity
is barely supported by PDF viewers (basically, only Adobe
Acrobat Reader will run the SWF file). Finally, the SWF file
has to be embedded into the original document, which means
that a static or legacy document cannot be converted into an
interactive one without producing a new PDF file.

There has been significant efforts in circumventing PDF lim-
itations by creating new kinds of documents viewers. For
example, Utopia Documents [6] is a novel PDF viewer inte-
grating visualization and data-analysis tools. By inspecting
the content and structure of PDF files, Utopia Documents is
able to integrate dynamic objects and annotations in the doc-
uments. In the same vein, Elastic Documents [7] generates
visualizations from extracted tables in PDF documents and
then display the relevant ones depending on the reader’s fo-
cus. However, these viewers do not allow the transclusion of
interactive content and are limited to the PDF file format.

We believe that the optimal approach to supporting the build-
ing blocks of explorable explanations is to incorporate reactive
documents, explorable examples, and contextual information
within the confines of existing static documents. Essentially,
the goal of Chameleon is to support the overlaying of interac-
tive features within the pre-existing presentation constraints
of current documents. We do this by selectively replacing
static content with dynamic content without manipulating the
underlying document format and without any modification of
existing document viewing applications.

Using vision-based techniques with GUIs and documents
Our concept is based on the identification of figures by
analysing pixels on screen. This analysis needs to be robust
against scale variations considering documents can also be
displayed at different zoom levels and on different screen
resolutions. These requirements make techniques based on
template matching not suited for the task [55].

There exists a body of work in overlaying content on images
within documents. For example, Kong et al. introduced Graph-
ical Overlays[31], in which information is extracted from chart
bitmaps in order to overlay graphical aids, such as gridlines
on top of the charts. However, the user first has to capture a
bitmap version of a chart and then upload it to a website to
get the augmentation. In the same vein, Lu et al. [35] aug-
ment existing web-based visualizations by providing a suite
of interactions such as filtering, comparison and annotation
to help users visualizing information differently. Chameleon
differs from the above systems in that it enables the support
of any kind of augmentation without being limited to specific
figures or specific interactions. In addition, the augmentation
is co-localised with the document the user is reading rather
than being rendered in another window.



A series of systems exist that seek to analyze GUI elements
dynamically in an interface [14, 56]. First, the domain of
these systems – identifying GUI elements for augmentation –
differs from the domain of explorable explanations, in which
we wish to augment document elements. Further, the approach
used by these systems cannot be generalized to the domain of
document annotation. Specifically, for example, Dixon et al.’s
Prefab system reverse engineers an interface by analysing
pixels on screen [14] using invariant features. The use of
invariant features is possible when analyzing GUI elements
because these are auto-generated during execution. However,
invariant features cannot be applied in the case of document
images: when a document is resized, all pixels of the figure are
affected and there are no invariant features a priori. Another
interesting approach was proposed in Yeh et al’s Sikuli [55].
They applied classical computer vision techniques to identify
an individual GUI element on the screen. The GUI element
could then be used in search (e.g. to learn how to use the
GUI widget), or dropped into scripts (to automate interface
execution). To identify elements, Sikuli uses the SIFT [34]
feature descriptor to extract features from elliptical patches
detected by the MSER detector [36]. They then associate
each of these features with features extracted from the screen.
Finally, using a voting system and checking if a transformation
can be computed from the associated features, they precisely
locate the image on the screen. Using this method along with
OCR and template matching, they report a success rate of
70.5% when performing search on a UI element, and they
report less than 200 ms for identifying a single target GUI
element on the screen. Given their focus on GUI elements, it
is unclear whether a similar approach can work for arbitrary
analysis of images in documents.

In the context of detecting plagiarism, methods have also been
proposed to detect if two images are similar. Meuschke et
al. [37] combined Perceptual Hashing with other algorithms
to detect similar figures. However, since figures need to be
extracted from the document first, these methods cannot be
applied to localize figures. Similar to Sikuli [55], Iwanowski
et al. [29] used Feature Matching, but their evaluation was fo-
cused on a small corpus of photographs and they acknowledge
that more work is needed to confirm that it generalizes to other
kind of figures (charts, drawings, screenshots).

Therefore, we evaluate SIFT [34] and MSER[36] alongside
other image detectors and descriptors during the design of
Chameleon. Furthermore, we explore how best to augment
documents (versus GUI elements [14, 55, 56]) and present
Chameleon as an end-to-end system to support both creating
and interacting with explorable explanations.

CHAMELEON
The core idea of Chameleon is to augment pre-registered fig-
ures of digital documents by layering HTML5 resources over
them (Figure 1). It uses feature matching algorithms to identify
the pre-registered figures, and overlays on them an undeco-
rated WebView that runs the corresponding HTML5 resource.
Chameleon has been developed in C++ using the Qt 5.12
framework and OpenCV 4.0.1, together with platform depen-
dent APIs. OpenCV provides feature matching algorithms

while Qt provides the WebKit engine to render and interact
with the HTML resources. Chameleon currently runs on ma-
cOS and Linux using respectively Cocoa and X11 APIs1 and
could also be implemented for Windows by replacing the plat-
form dependent API calls.

Chameleon comprises two main parts: a REGISTRATION TOOL
to register a figure from a document with its augmented version
and an AUGMENTATION TOOL to analyse opened documents
and augment them if augment-able figures are found.

The registration tool
The registration tool provides the interface to select a region
of a document that will be registered in the database. To ac-
complish this, the user first opens a document that contains the
target figure and navigates to its location. Using the Register
command in the Chameleon menu, she opens a screenshot
of the current viewport in a new window in which she high-
lights the region she wants to augment (typically the portion
where the target figure is displayed) by dragging the mouse.
The interface also provides a text field to enter the URL of
the augmented resource. After validation, the augmentation
is stored in a database. In order to compress the size of the
database and for privacy reasons, we do not store the actual
image, but only the pre-computed regions and descriptors of
this image as provided by feature matching algorithms (see
following sections for details) along with the document file
size, its MD5, the dimensions of the selected region, and the
url of the augmented resource. One potential downside of this
approach is that, if an augmented document is modified, its
MD5 changes. To address this, the registration tool also tracks
modifications to augmented documents using DTrace [52],
and, when an augmented document is modified, the user is
prompted to either ignore or register the new, edited version
of the document.

The augmentation tool
The augmentation tool runs in background and loops on the
following six steps:

1. The analysing opened files step monitors the opened docu-
ments and determines those that contain figures that should
be augmented (i.e. with entries in the database). This step al-
lows Chameleon to drastically reduce the number of figures
to search for from the database.

2. The capturing windows step takes screenshots of windows
for files with at least one entry in the database (that is, at
least one figure that should be augmented). The list of
applications monitored can further be specified by the user.

3. The locating figures step analyses these screenshots to lo-
calise figures that should be augmented.

4. The augmenting figures step augments the located static
figures using the associated HTML5 resources.

5. The tracking figures step detects changes in the position and
size of the static figures to overlay the augmented versions;
thus Chameleon does not need to repeat the whole analysis
process for a figure that is already augmented.

1Source code available at ns.inria.fr/loki/chameleon
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6. The figure synchronization step redirects mouse and key
events from identical augmented figures. This step can
be very useful for presentation tools (i.e. PowerPoint) to
synchronize the presenter and slideshow views. In this way
the presenter can interact with the presenter view and the
results are directly reflected in the slideshow.

Step 1: analysing opened files
The augmentation tool monitors file access on the system us-
ing DTrace [52] on Linux and macOS. It retrieves the size of
each opened file and queries the database to get the list of files
with augmented figures of the same file sizes. Finally it com-
putes the MD5 for the remaining files to filter the remaining
documents. We avoid computing the MD5 for all opened files
as it can be relatively long for large files.

Step 2: capturing windows
The augmentation tool takes a screenshot of every window
containing documents to be augmented, using the XGETIM-
AGE [13] function on Linux, and CGWINDOWLISTCRE-
ATEIMAGE [5] on macOS. These functions provide the content
of a window even if partially hidden, without decorations.

Step 3: locating figures
Chameleon uses feature matching algorithms to determine
regions and descriptors in the screenshots and detect potential
figures to be augmented. This step takes the longest time in the
augmentation process. We therefore re-compute regions and
descriptors only when the window is scrolled or resized. The
feature matching algorithm then tries to associate the regions
found with the ones stored in the database to detect the figures
present and determine their location and size.

Step 4: overlaying interactive figures
For each figure found, the augmentation tool opens an undeco-
rated window with transparent background. These windows
cannot be focused, resized or moved. Their size and posi-
tion are dynamically updated to be the same as the figures to
augment. Each window contains a QWEBENGINEVIEW [43]
used to load the remote HTML content located at the URL
associated with the figure to augment. Users can interact with
augmented figures using the mouse cursor. In addition, they
can hide and show augmented figures by using a button located
at the top left corner useful to review the original. Users can
also get additional information about the augmented figure in
a drop down menu and switch between different augmented
figures available in the database (in the case where multiple
augmented figures exist for an individual figure in the source
document). Augmented figures are pre-loaded in background
when opened files containing augmented figures are found in
step 1. The window is first fully invisible and made visible
when a figure is found in step 3. We use a 500ms delay and
a 1000ms fade-in effect, tuned via informal pilot testing, to
inform the user that a figure is augmented and to let her verify
that the augmented figure matches the static one.

Step 5: tracking figures
Linux provides an API called AT-SPI (Assistive Technology
Service Provider Interface) [22] that can send a notification
when a window is scrolled or resized. macOS provides the

same service through its Accessibility API [4]. Window trans-
lation is tracked by pooling their position when a mouse drag
event is detected. Each window displaying an augmented
figure registers callbacks to be notified when one of the prop-
erties of the window displaying the document changes. These
callbacks are called with a small latency making it possible
to re-position and re-size the augmented figures with hard-to-
notice visual artefacts. When a figure is cropped (typically
during or after scrolling), we apply a mask on the augmented
window so that it is cropped in the same way and does not ex-
tend outside the document window. This step is not mandatory
for using Chameleon, as overlaying interactive figures over a
static document can be achieved without it, but it results in a
smoother integration of the augmented figures.

Step 6: figure synchronization
When Chameleon detects multiple identical figures on the
screen, the overlaid augmented versions can be synchronized.
The augmented figure with the highest resolution is tagged as
the main figure; others are considered copies and resized to
match their overlaid static figure resolutions. All the events
received by the copies, e.g. keyboard and mouse events, are
redirected onto the main figure. This step, enabled by default,
can be disabled via Chameleon’s menu.

Authoring augmented figures
Chameleon augments documents using HTML5 resources,
easing sharing in a community of users. Authoring interac-
tive content is a matter of creating and publishing on-line the
HTML5 resources to be used for augmentation, with the only
requirement of an aspect ratio similar between the HTML5
resource and the figure. Existing tools can be leveraged de-
pending on the type of interactive figures to be overlaid in a
document. For example, a video can be embedded by first
uploading it on a video sharing website such as YouTube and
then using the embeddable URL with Chameleon. From an
existing R script, outputting an interactive chart in lieu of a
static one can be done without any change to the code using
plotly for R[42]. Finally, when the interactive figure is already
available online, we provide a JavasScript function capable of
isolating a specific element of a webpage (i.e. hiding every-
thing except the element) resulting in a webpage, containing
only the figure, that can then be used in Chameleon.

In the following three sections, we present three user studies.
The first two user studies drive the design of Chameleon. The
first examines the performance of ten different feature match-
ing approaches to determine which works best for the specific
use-case of Chameleon. Next, a second experiment evaluates
the two best performing algorithms to determine their ability to
precisely overlay augmentations onto pre-existing document
figures by calculating the average overlap precision between a
figure and its augmentation. Finally, we explore the usability
of Chameleon via a summative, first-use study [54].

FEATURE MATCHING ALGORITHM COMPARISON
Chameleon requires feature matching to accurately locate fig-
ures displayed on screen. Many feature matching algorithms
have been proposed, but it remains unclear which ones are the
most promising for scale-independent location of figures in
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Figure 2. Repeatability vs scales, and Mean Correct Matches vs thresholds of our dataset.

static documents. In this section, we compare the performance
of various feature matching algorithms against these needs.

Feature matching between two images A and B can be de-
scribed as a 5-step process:

1. For each image, a first algorithm called a Detector is ap-
plied to extract a certain number of key regions (described
by an x;y coordinate and a diameter).

2. Then, a second algorithm called a Descriptor takes the re-
gions identified by a given detector and returns a descriptive
vector of numbers describing each of these regions.

3. Next, either via brute force or a dedicated algorithm, the
system measures a distance between the descriptive vector
of each key region of image A and B (using Hamming or
Euclidean distances), and returns a list of matches between
both images (tuple, one for each image).

4. After that, only the matches with a distance below a spe-
cific threshold are kept in order to eliminate most incorrect
matches. This results in a list of associated regions.

5. Finally, the system takes the list of associated regions, as
well as the x;y coordinates of these key regions to iden-
tify an appropriate homographic transformation using the
RANSAC algorithm [18].

Comparing feature matching algorithms
Feature matching algorithms are usually compared with a set
of natural images using the following metrics:

Repeatability: Evaluates the performance of detectors (step 1
above) by measuring the proportion of similar key regions
extracted from two images containing the same object [39].

Precision and recall: Evaluates the performance of a detector-
descriptor pair (step 2 and 3 above) by measuring the num-
ber of key regions from a first image that are correctly
associated to key regions from a second image [38].

However, already published comparisons of feature matching
algorithms suffer from several limitations making them unhelp-
ful to find the most adapted algorithm for Chameleon’s needs.
First, algorithms are tested on natural images and photos,
while documents contain a wider variety of figures (e.g. state

diagrams, photos, bar charts, and other data visualizations).
Second, robustness to scale is seldom measured during evalu-
ations of algorithms, whereas it is the main deformation that
Chameleon faces since documents are displayed at different
scales. Third, precision and recall are less adapted to compare
detector-descriptor pairs when different detectors are tested:
some detectors yield no key regions for harder-to-detect ob-
jects. Thus, descriptors associated with those detectors would
be given an unfair advantage because they would not be tested
on figures with harder-to-detect features. To address this issue,
we use (instead of the precision and recall) a Mean Correct
Matches metric that computes the mean percentage of cor-
rectly associated regions per image. This metric takes into
account detectors yielding no key regions and decreases the
overall percentage of correct matches accordingly.

Dataset
We evaluate the different feature matching algorithms on two
datasets. The first is a scientific papers dataset introduced by
Clark et al. [10], composed of 150 research articles from 3
different conferences (NIPS, ICML and AAAI) from 2008
to 2014. All figures in this document set were annotated
manually. In order to add diversity to the figures, we gath-
ered a second presentation dataset. 100 presentations were
randomly selected in 10 different categories from the Speak-
erDeck website [17]. We extracted from the first 20 pages
of each presentation all images whose height and width were
larger than 50 pixels. In total, the dataset comprises 1660
figures from 2741 pages. Each of these figures was matched
against the PDF page containing the figure, rasterized at 72
DPI. To evaluate the influence of scaling on the results of fea-
ture matching algorithms, we applied a scale transformation
to the rasterized PDF pages. Tested scales were comprised
of every 0.1 scaling step in [0.5, 1.5], and the resizing was
based on a bilinear interpolation, the technique observed in
Adobe Acrobat Reader DC version 2018 on macOS Sierra
running OS X version 10.12.6. Knowing the position and the
size of the figure in the scene, we compute as ground truth the
homography relating a figure to its PDF page.



Results
To reduce the pairs of algorithms tested, we first evaluate
detectors, and then match descriptors with the best detectors.

Detector evaluation
We choose to evaluate all the detectors implemented by de-
fault in OpenCV 4.0.1. Those detectors include the most
commonly used (BRISK [32], FAST [44], GFTT [47], Har-
ris [26], MSER [19], SIFT [34], SURF [8]) as well as more
recent ones (ORB [45], SimpleBlob, STAR [3]).

Figure 2 shows the mean repeatability score over our two
datasets, by scale level, for each detector. Unsurprisingly,
almost all detectors perform best at a scale level of 1. The
only exception is ORB which, while performing relatively
poorly for all scale levels, performs better for smaller scale
levels, explained by the fact that the key regions produced
by ORB are larger on average than for the other detectors
and that the repeatability metric relies on the overlapping of
regions. Therefore, when the scale of image B is reduced, the
overlapping ratio is likely to increase [39].

Overall, FAST, SURF and BRISK achieved the best results
across all scale levels. Their repeatability score is close to
100% (respectively 99.8%, 99% and 95%) at a scale of 1.0, and,
except for SURF, is above 50% for all other scale levels. Other
algorithms either performed very poorly or are not robust to
scale variation, which is a critical criteria for Chameleon. SIFT
used by Sikuli [55] performs well for a scale of 1.0 but its
performance quickly drops at other scale levels.

Descriptor evaluation
Descriptors need key regions to be extracted by a detector;
therefore we associate them with their corresponding detectors,
as described by their authors. FAST was also included in the
evaluation even though it is only a detector because of its high
repeatability. In order to determine the descriptor algorithm to
use with FAST, we piloted its association with every descriptor
algorithm implemented in OpenCV 4.0.1, using a random
subset of our image data. These pilot tests suggested that the
descriptor SURF worked best. Thus, we compared BRISK-
BRISK, FAST-SURF, ORB-ORB, SIFT-SIFT, STAR-BRIEF
and SURF-SURF, with their default parameters.

Figure 2-right shows the evolution of Mean Correct Matches
for different thresholds. We associated a unique number to
each treshold tested in order to show the results in the same
chart. All algorithms were tested using 25 different thresholds,
in the range [0-175] for BRISK-BRISK, [0-0.25] for FAST-
SURF, [0-100] for ORB-ORB, [0-425] for SIFT-SIFT, [0-75]
for STAR-BRIEF and [0-0.25] for SURF-SURF.

Overall, we observe that SURF-SURF and BRISK-BRISK out-
perform the other algorithms, both of them reaching a Mean
Correct Matches of more than 55% while the other algorithms
do not exceed 40%. These results have several implications.
First, algorithms that, reportedly, outperform SURF or SIFT
perform more poorly on our dataset (e.g. ORB and STAR).
Second, algorithms used in the literature for similar motiva-
tions (i.e. figures and GUI elements) did not offer the best
performance (typically SIFT, used in [55], which was outper-
formed by both SURF and BRISK). Finally, these results help

drive design, including an exploration of options for imple-
mentation. For example, because SURF is patented, one could
decide to use BRISK to obtain similar results.

FEASIBILITY EVALUATION OF CHAMELEON
The comparison of feature matching algorithms described in
the previous section suggests that BRISK-BRISK and SURF-
SURF would be the best candidates to perform online feature
matching in the context of Chameleon. However, this compari-
son does not reflect Chameleon’s performance for dynamically
augmenting digital documents. Therefore, we conducted an
evaluation to measure the number of figures correctly identi-
fied in a document by these algorithms.

Method
We used the same dataset as in the previous experiment (to-
talling 1660 figures). While using a computer, documents
can be displayed at different scale levels; therefore, we tested
for each page (presentation slide or PDF page) the 12 fol-
lowing scale factors: 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2,
1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 2.0, 4.0. For each image pair, image A being
a figure and image B a scaled page, we computed the corre-
spondences by using either BRISK-BRISK or SURF-SURF
(referred as BRISK and SURF for simplicity in the next para-
graphs). A figure was considered found when the rectangle
obtained from the correspondences had positive width and
height and its aspect ratio was similar to the figure identified
(i.e. abs(1− aspectRatioA/aspectRatioB) <= 0.1)). Based
on this identification, we classified every outcome of the algo-
rithm into one of these categories :

• True positive (TP): the figure is present and found
• True negative (TN): the figure is not present and not found
• False positive (FP): the figure is not present but found
• False negative (FN): the figure is present but not found

For TPs, we also computed the overlap ratio of the rectangle
found with the real rectangle of the figure in the page.

Results
Because feature-matching performance is likely to be im-
pacted by the surface area (surface) of the figure in pix-
els (height×width×scale), we report the results by catego-
rizing the figures in 5 groups depending of their surface:
sur f ace ≥ 0, sur f ace ≥ 2500, sur f ace ≥ 5000, sur f ace ≥
7500, sur f ace≥ 10000 pixels. 10000 pixels thus corresponds
to an image of 100 × 100 pixels at scale 1.0.

Accuracy
As seen previously, feature-matching algorithms match key-
regions from different images if the euclidian-distance be-
tween their respective descriptive vectors is below a certain
threshold. Choosing a value for this threshold is the first step
towards using feature-matching algorithms to identify figures
displayed in documents. Figure 3 illustrates the proportion of
TP and FP (dashed lines) of BRISK and SURF depending on
this distance threshold and figure sizes. As we can see, the
proportion of TP rapidly increases for both algorithms to reach
a cap value. This cap value seems to be reached at a similar
threshold value, regardless of the size of the figure, suggesting
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Figure 3. Evolution the true positive rate and false positive rate (dashed lines) depending on the feature-matching algorithm threshold and scale at
which a figure is displayed. The y axis uses a logit scale.

that we can choose a single threshold for all figures. Therefore,
the threshold yielding a high TP rate of while keeping a low
FP rate, was 112 and 0.22 respectively for BRISK and SURF.

The two rightmost graphs in Figure 3 respectively show the
proportion of true and false positives for BRISK and SURF
using these thresholds, for each scale factor and depending on
the size of the figure. Overall, the proportion of TP (respec-
tively FP) was of 88.4% (1.5%) for BRISK and 94.4% (1.8%)
for SURF over the whole dataset. Unsurprisingly, we observe
a peak of performance at scale 1.0 for both algorithms, regard-
less of figure surface, which can easily be explained by the fact
that this is the optimal testing condition in which the figure
contained in image B (the page of the tested document) has
the exact same size as image A (the figure we are looking for).
More interestingly, we observe that the proportion of TP barely
decreases for scales higher than 1.0 (98.6% TP for SURF and
94.1% for BRISK above scale 1.0), whereas it decreases more
significantly for scales lower than 1.0. This can be explained
by the fact that scaling down the size of the figure may make
the task more difficult for detector algorithms, resulting in
different key regions extracted. In addition, we observe that
the lower the size of the figure, the more the proportion of TP
decreases for smaller scales. In addition to reaching a lower
peak of performance than SURF, we can see that BRISK is
also more impacted by scale factors decreasing by 4 points
between scale 1.0 and scale 4.0, and 32 between scale 1.0 and
0.5, whereas SURF decreases 2 and 18 points, respectively.
Finally, the average overlap rate for true positives is over 98%
for both algorithms, meaning that when the image is found,
the position and size are usually correct.

We also measured the time taken by SURF and BRISK
on average, for each document, to 1) extract key regions
of the image candidate to augment using the detector, 2)
compute their descriptive vectors, 3) match them with the
database and 4) compute the homographic transformation
if a figure that should be augmented was found. Without
any optimisation (such as multi-threading or GPU), assum-
ing the document is displayed in 1080p, the time to find a
figure on a 3.2GHz Intel Core i5 is approximately (in ms):
tSURF = 300+80∗x and tBRISK = 350+90∗x with ‘x’ as
the number of augmented figures for a given document.

In the context of Chameleon, we use SURF over BRISK be-
cause it yields a higher proportion of TP, while keeping the
proportion of FP below an acceptable threshold of 2%.

FIRST-USE STUDY
Our previous experiment demonstrates that Chameleon can
accurately augment digital documents. In this section, we
investigate whether (Q1) users can use Chameleon; (Q2) they
find it faster and more convenient to use than existing solutions;
and (Q3) they would use Chameleon in everyday life.

Procedure
For this study, we recruited 12 participants (23 to 42 age range,
mean = 28, 6 identified as female and 6 identified as male),
all graduate students in computer science as they are the most
likely to have used, or at least know, alternative methods to
augment digital documents. Participants were first shown
an interactive demonstration of the bubble cursor [23] and
the original paper presenting the technique. They were then
asked “How would you include this interactive figure in the
document?”. Their answers were manually transcribed. The
interviewer then introduced them to Chameleon and showed
them how to use it through an example. Participants were
then asked to use Chameleon in the three following scenarios
described below. For each scenario, we measured the time to
accomplish the task. Participants then completed a question-
naire and answered open-ended questions. Finally, we showed
participants a document augmented using Chameleon and the
same document without Chameleon but with an external web
page containing all the interactive figures. Participants had to
choose the one they preferred and explain why.

Scenario 1: Interactive Demonstration in Paper. The bub-
ble cursor [23] is a pointing technique which reduces the
distance to a target by increasing the activation area of targets.
While the original paper includes comic strips of images to
explain the technique, as Ben Schneiderman notes, “An inter-
face is worth a thousand pictures” Hence, we implemented an
interactive version of the bubble cursor using an HTML canvas
and Javascript. We then asked participants to augment Fig-
ure 6 of the original bubble cursor paper with the interactive
resource that we provided.

Scenario 2: Supporting Explorable Multiverse Analyses.
Dragicevic et al. [16] proposed Explorable Multiverse Analy-
ses Reports (EMAR) as a way to increase the transparency of
research papers. However, they acknowledge that the main ob-
stacle to their adoption is the lack of tools to support their cre-
ation and integration. Chameleon partially solves this problem
by supporting interactivity in both archived and new research
papers. For this scenario, we used the mini-paper Prior acces-



sible online [15] and created by Dragicevic et al. In this case,
the interactive figure was already created and we wish to in-
clude it into a PDF document. We extracted the figure by using
Javascript and hiding everything but the <div> containing the
interactive figure. We also transcribed the mini-paper to PDF.
We then asked participants to create an interactive document
by overlaying the interactive figure in the PDF document.

Scenario 3: Adding Interactivity to Presentations. For this
final scenario, we asked participants to augment a PowerPoint
presentation with two slides: one containing a static image and
a link to a YouTube video and the other a static image of a bar
chart generated using plotly and R[42]. We gave participants
the export link provided by YouTube, and a link to the HTML
file as generated by plotly and R. We then asked participants
to augment the presentation by including the video and the
interactive version of the chart directly into the presentation.

Results
When asked how they would include interactive figures into
a document, 6 participants answered that they would include
a link to the interactive figure in the document, 9 participants
proposed transcribing the document to HTML, 1 participant
proposed converting the figure to Flash and including it in the
PDF and, finally, another participant proposed creating a new
document viewer supporting interactive figures.

Participants completed the scenarios without difficulty in 58s
(SD=18s) on average for scenario 1, in 58s (SD=17s) for
scenario 2 and 1m32s (SD=25s) for scenario 3 (Q1).

Although they were not asked to perform a controlled (A vs B)
study with the approaches they described, all 12 participants
agreed that they would rather use Chameleon over their initial
described approaches. However, 3 participants noted that
Chameleon was not easier or faster than adding a link to the
interactive figure in the document but agreed it gave a better
result ("I think the URL is easier, faster... but the result is
better... definitely better in... using this tool"). Similarly, 5
participants believed that transcribing the document to HTML
might give a similar or possibly better result for the reader but
that Chameleon was easier and faster to use (Q2).

Using a 5-point Likert-type scale, participants also rated the in-
tegration of interactive figures in documents using Chameleon
when scrolling (Mdn=4.5, SD=0.9), scaling (Mdn=4, SD=1.2),
moving the window (Mdn=4, SD=1) and if the augmentation
was sized to the static figure (Mdn=5, SD=0.4). Finally, all
participants answered yes to the question "Would you be will-
ing to put extra effort in order to create interactive figures if
you could include them in your documents" (Q3).

While some participants noted that having figures in another
view allows scaling and viewing of the figure independent of
the document, all participants preferred having the interactive
figures within the document. One participant mentioned that
"You do not necessarily know where the figures [on the external
view] are in the document... Instead [with Chameleon] you
always have the figure close to the text referring to it.".

DISCUSSION
The final distribution of Chameleon includes both the registra-
tion tool to create and the augmentation tool to interact with
explorable explanations. As noted in the section describing
the augmentation tool within Chameleon, by combining delay
with fade-in, we allow users to perceive the original figure
in the document and see the change to an augmented version
of the figure helpful to identify rare cases of mismatch, and
inform users of an augmentation. Alongside these effects,
Chameleon supports various configuration options. For exam-
ple, some users may wish to have the original figures viewable
by default and to intentionally invoke augmentation when de-
sired; for these users, Chameleon can be configured such that
augmentations have to be activated explicitely for figures via
the button mediator as no augmentation is displayed initially.
Similarly, if in augmented mode, figures can be turned off via
this same button, allowing users to switch between the original
static versions and the augmented versions flexibly during doc-
ument reading. Users also have the option to place augmented
figures in floating windows (i.e. resizable and movable) if they
wish to manipulate them independently from the document.

Chameleon relies on a feature matching algorithm carefully
chosen through a systematic analysis of the detector and de-
scriptor algorithms of the literature. Because these algorithms
were never tested on figures commonly included in documents
and on varied scale factors, we performed this analysis and
evaluated both the accuracy and time of these algorithms on a
real-world data set. Results show the very good performance
of SURF over a wide range of scale levels. The lower percent-
age of TP below scale 1.0 is not critical as users are less likely
to expect the augmentation of a small-sized figure given the
limited interaction space it offers. SURF also allows for real
time augmentation with processing times around 600 ms.

Chameleon in Practice
Augmentation Longevity. Because augmentations are not em-
bedded in the documents, they suffer from the same issues as
files hosted online. Augmentations could be lost if their host
disappears or they are otherwise removed. This would result
in a document without interactivity; the document would only
display the original static figures (as if Chameleon was not
enabled). It may be possible to mitigate this using peer-to-peer
hypermedia protocols such as IPFS [28]. An augmentation
lives as long as one of the node in the network has it stored.

Application Scalability. As additional users leverage
Chameleon and as augmented figures become more common-
place, scalability concerns regarding the number of figures in
a document, the number of figures on-screen, the number of
augmented documents that exist in the world, and the number
of simultaneous users may concern some readers. Chameleon
deals with these issues as follows. First, because the cost of
each additional figure in a document is relatively small (a fact
we note when evaluating Chameleon in our second study),
multi-figure documents are still handled in a reasonable time
by Chameleon: for example, with 5 augmented figures in a
document, it would take 700ms for them to appear the first
time, (e.g. 10 = 1.1s; 20 = 1.9s). Similarly, multiple on-
screen figures can be managed because, as we note earlier



during design, transformations do not have to be re-computed
once figures are found; Chameleon can simply track position
changes on the display. Finally, modern database systems can
easily handle large numbers of documents and users. Docu-
ments are filtered using their MD5, data storage is limited to
descriptive vectors not figures, and embedded resources are
linked client-side. As well, modern database systems have
evolved to handle large user loads.

Privacy. Chameleon works by taking screenshots of some
windows. However, to preserve privacy, these screenshots are
not publicly transmitted; instead, they are analyzed locally,
descriptive vectors are extracted locally, and only these de-
scriptive vectors are stored in the database and used to match
figures with their augmentations. Chameleon can also be used
to provide interactive content to more confidential documents
via databases that support user or group security. In essence,
privacy issues are limited as Chameleon only exchanges image
feature vectors with a database, not entire images. This is not
to say that there are no privacy considerations. If a user is aug-
menting a figure in a document, then the server delivering the
augmentation will know which document is being read on a
user’s computer. However, any cloud based document system
suffers from similar problems: as an example from the field
of Human-Computer Interaction, we often leverage the ACM
digital library during our research, meaning that this digital
library is aware of topics being examined by researchers, and
tools such as Overleaf have significantly more information on
documents we create. If a user wishes to avoid this awareness,
it is also possible to run Chameleon locally by downloading
a local copy of the database (whose size should remain min-
imal considering the small amount of information recorded
for each document). Finally, users can disable Chameleon if
necessary for certain documents/applications if they would
prefer complete privacy at the cost of losing augmentations to
figures in the documents/applications.

Chameleon at the Community Level. The philosophy behind
Chameleon, alongside augmenting documents for the user,
is to support both canonic and community augmentations of
a document. By default, the creator of the static document
should be identified and have the ability to augment the docu-
ment with canonical augmentations. For new documents, these
canonical augmentations can be introduced at the time of docu-
ment creation, supporting reactive behaviours, dynamic experi-
mentation with parameters, interactive widgets to demonstrate
input techniques, open-data collected via experimentation,
and augmented information referencing follow-on research.
Where possible, archived versions of PDF documents can also
be easily augmented post-hoc by their creator, ensuring that
even archived documents continue to evolve over time. Along-
side creators, other members of the community are also able
to augment a document with their own augmentations if they
wish. We believe that users could benefit from noncanoni-
cal augmentations, in the form of a community augmentation
(similar to pull requests on GitHub which let a user tell others
about changes she has pushed to a repository, and discuss and
review the potential changes with collaborators). In the end,
the creator of the document should decide whether or not the
community augmentation will systematically augment the doc-

ument. Even if the creator is not available to create or promote
to canonical augmentations, the community could still discuss,
vet, and promote augmentations that allow the large archive of
PDF documents to incorporate reactive features.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Inspired by Victor’s work on the concept of explorable ex-
planations, we present Chameleon, a system that leverages
computer-vision based feature matching and a database of
active content to graft interactivity onto static figures within
a corpus of documents. This paper describes an evaluation
of various feature matching algorithms to design the system.
As well, we present the two tools within Chameleon, a reg-
istration tool to allow a user (e.g. the document creator) to
graft the interactive figure onto the original document, and
an augmentation tool that allows a reader to interact with the
augmentation. Because Chameleon works on screen-based
pixels, it can augment both new documents and pre-existing
documents, thus allowing our pre-existing archive to benefit
from interactivity in support of a better interactive experience
when consulting static documents. Based on a systematic
evaluation of descriptors and detectors, we identified SURF
as the best algorithm given its overall high performance and
robustness to scale adjustments.

Our implementation was designed to work with desktop ap-
plications, but Chameleon could also be integrated to mobile
devices, assuming that the mobile OS allows a service to run
in the background, analyze displayed content, and overlay
HTML5 views on top of content. If the OS does not allow
background services, Chameleon could relatively easily be
integrated into open-source systems like Android. An imple-
mentation of Chameleon on mobile is left as future work.

The already good accuracy and performance of Chameleon can
be optimized in several ways that we plan to explore as future
work. One approach could be to directly integrate Chameleon
in a window manager, providing direct access to the pixels
of each window before being displayed. Augmented figures
could be directly drawn in the pixel buffer of the window, mak-
ing the augmentation flawless. The window manager being
responsible for handling window movement and resizing, we
would know exactly when those actions happen and apply
them on the augmented figures. Finally, the registration tool of
Chameleon could provide an indicator showing the percentage
of similarity with figures already registered in the database for
the document in order to notify the users that an augmentation
is likely to result in a false positive.
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